
VBS Kreativ-Set "Garnrollen-Wichtel"
Instructions No. 1992
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 1 hour 30 Minutes

These cheerful gnomes can hardly wait to be designed by you and then arranged in your home. With our practical VBS
Creative set "Garnrollen-Wichtel" and a helpful template, you can do this in no time at all. In addition to the set, you will
also need hot only glue, Fineliners, Marker in different colours and a pair of scissors.

Thus the gnomes are created:

Halve the length of the linen ribbons so that you have two strands per colour. Cut a 6 cm long piece from each Linen ribbon of them, from which the cap is
formed. Take the pattern to hand. Place the piece in front Jute ribbon of you and fold the corners as shown in the pattern to form a triangle. Where the sides of
the tape meet, glue must be applied. Cut off the excess pieces 

The Wooden balls are glued to the thread reel with some hot glue. Around each yarn roll a piece from Linen ribbon loosely wrapped around. First fix the
beginning with hot glue, then wrap and fix the end again with glue 

The hair of the gnomes is cut from jute cords and attached to the head with hot glue. Combine the lightest colour with the brown and grey Ribbon. Put on the
cap and fix it with some glue. In the same colour combination as the hair with the jute cords, a belt with a double knot is wrapped around the bobbins 

Then paint the faces with markers and fineliners. You can use our template to help you.

Article number Article name Qty
51163 Hot glue gun, 15-80 Watt 1
131803 VBS Handicraft scissors, 11 cm 1
762410 Pigma Micron case, set of 3 1
567725-02 POSCA Marker PC-1MCRed 1
567725-08 POSCA Marker PC-1MCWhite 1

Article information:



10455 edding 751 gloss varnish-Marker Pastel, set of 5 1
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